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The Adesso Compagno 2 detachable Bluetooth keyboard and case are the
perfect companions for your iPad 2 and New iPad. This sleek and stylish
detachable Bluetooth keyboard includes a standard layout with iPad and
Multimedia Hotkeys, to access iPad shortcuts with one-touch. The
keyboard is designed with a silicon material that protects it against spills
and water, while also providing a fast and almost silent tactile response. A
contemporary faux leather case accompanies your keyboard to protect
your iPad from the unexpected. This case not only protects, but it also
provides multiple viewing angles for easier typing, Internet browsing, and
video viewing. In addition, the Compagno 2 case design gives your iPad’s
cameras full visibility and includes a magnetic closure that automatically
wakes and sleeps your iPad when you open or close the case.
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Specifications:
Keyboard Layout
Connection
Working Range
Battery
Battery Life

Detachable Bluetooth Silicon Keyboard is Wireless, Waterproof,
Silent and Fast
This detachable Bluetooth keyboard offers the freedom to use your
keyboard at any angle and with other Bluetooth enabled devices. The
silicone material used in this keyboard will protect it against spills and let you
wash it regularly, to keep it germ free. Unlike other silicone keyboards, the
rigid backing on the Compagno 2 keyboard provides a fast response, while
the tactile key switches are almost silent.

iPad Hotkeys

Multimedia Hotkeys

Manage E-mails and Browse the Internet

Keyboard Dimensions

The Adesso Compagno 2 keyboard and case are design to make e-mail
Keyboard & Case Weight
management, Internet browsing and other typing activities comfortable
Case Dimensions
and productive. This case and keyboard combination provide the same
Case Material
great feeling of a laptop, so you can comfortably respond to e-mails,
communicate on social media, and browse the internet for hours.
Requirements:
Device

View Slideshows and Movies

76-Key US layout
Bluetooth 3.0 wireless technology
30 feet (10m)
Polymer (Rechargeable)
Up to 100 hours (continuous use)/
Up to 30 days (standby mode)
8 Hotkeys (Home Screen, Search, Copy, Paste
Slideshow, On-Screen Keyboard, Screenshot
& Screen Lock)
6 Multimedia Hotkeys (Previous Track,
Play/Pause, Next Track, Mute, Volume Down
& Volume Up )
9.25 x 5.25 x 0.30"
(235 x 133 x 7 mm)
1.45 Lbs
(660g)
9.65 x 7.50 x 1.20"
(245 x 190 x 30mm)
Faux Leather

iPad 2 or iPad 3rd generation

The Adesso Compagno 2 case offers the flexibility to use case without Includes:
Adesso Compagno 2 Bluetooth Keyboard (White)
keyboard, providing an additional viewing angle. Simply take out your
Carrying Case (White)
keyboard and instantly you have a relaxing position to view slideshows,
Micro USB Cable
videos, and movies hands-free! This viewing position also keeps your iPad
Quick Start Guide
securely in place, so you can safely use the touch-screen.

Full Camera Visibility

The Adesso Compagno 2 case design provides both iPad’s cameras full
visibility, so you can conveniently use your cameras while using case.

Shipping Information:
Item

Connection UPC Code

WKB-2000CW Bluetooth

783750005135

Package Dimensions Pkg Wt. Inner Ctn/Mst MSRP
Ctn Qty
10.5" x 8.5" x 1.3"

2 lbs

10/20

$99.99

RoHS

Compliant

